
Two Harbors Press announces the release of Neiko’s Five Land Adventure

Debut author comes to the scenes with science fiction, action and fantasy as the story
unfolds

City, State – Date – Two Harbors Press announces the release of “Neiko’s Five Land 
Adventure” from author A.K. Taylor

“Neiko’s Five Land Adventure” is a one of a kind YA fantasy book with Native 
American characters and elements. The characters and settings were dreamed up by the 
author at a younger age. 

At the heart of the story is the Seven Tribes and the Crackedskulls, the cursed tribe of the 
hidden Indian land of Hawote are at war and in a stalemate. Neiko, the Chosen One is the 
driving force for the Seven Tribes. Raven, the Crackedskull king, and his son Bloodhawk 
have derived a plan to take her down. As the plan unfolds, Raven opens up a doorway to 
another universe that Neiko thought she had imagined. 

Who unexpectedly comes to the scene? Ramses the evil and other worldly entity known 
as the “Dark Pharoah” and Quickstrike the scorpion/cobra. Ramses no doubt has his own 
plans for Neiko. Neiko and Quickstrike escape, but Neiko is trapped in Qari one of the 
Five Lands. What will happen to Neiko next? Will she return to the land and derail the 
others plan or will she be trapped in Qari forever?

Neiko’s journey has just begun, and it is one of danger, intrigue, and keeps the reader 
wanting to know more. “Neiko’s Five Land Adventure” is available on Kindle, Nook, 
iBookstore, Sony, Kobo and other retailers. 

If you are interested in interview A.K Taylor, contact her through her website –
www.backwoodsauthor.com

About A.K. Taylor

A.K. Taylor grew up in the backwoods of Georgia where she learned about nature. She 
enjoys hunting and fishing, beekeeping, gardening, archery, shooting, hiking, and has 
various collections. She also has interest in music, Native American history and heritage, 
Egyptian history, and the natural sciences. A.K. Taylor has been writing and drawing 
since the age of 17. A.K. Taylor has graduated from the University of Georgia with a 
biology degree, and she shares an interest in herpetology with her husband.
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